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Why is shift a limiting belief
important?

What's the actual point?

Our limiting beliefs may actually be secretly

running the show . Think of something that you

have been wanting for a while now . If you had

zero limiting beliefs , which is simply an idea , you

would already be experiencing that desire . 

The fact that you aren't experiencing that

specific thing, simply means that you have

some perspectives holding you apart from

going for it, receiving it or being it. 

The reason it's important to shift your limiting

beliefs is because it makes life far more

enjoyable, expansive, and fun! You get to

choose the way you think and using this

journaling technique will help with that. 
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Why shift a limiting belief?
What's the actual point?

Let 's say that you want something but inside you

don 't feel worthy , or you think it 's too difficult , or

not possible , or not safe . You 'll without knowing ,

sabotage the very thing you have been wanting

because of these limiting ideas . They aren 't true ,

you just haven 't analyzed , questioned or shifted

them before . 

The more you play with this technique, the

more confident, empowered, free, and in

control you will feel. You'll realize that you

have just been believing these perspectives

that are not the ultimate truth! 

If you have the ability to change your mind,

you have the ability to change a belief, which is

only a thought or persepctive you keep

believing. 

Let's say mexican has been your favorite food

all your childhood and now you decided that

italian food is. You just changed your mind. 
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"That doesn 't happen to someone like me". Says

who? You chose to believe this . "I 'm not worthy

of that". Why would someone else be more

worthy then you? They just had ideas about

themselves that put them in the position of

receiving that . Your ideas can be shifted and if

you want to live an empowered life it 's important

that you do that . 

This takes practice. It doesn't happen over

night but shining the light of consciousness

on these crappy feeling perspectives is life

changing. 

You 'll see that asking questions , brings about

answers . That 's the best part of this! 
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We don't ever question whether our beliefs

about ourselves and the world are ultimately

true. We just assume they are! 



G O A L :  S H I F T I N G  T O  F E E L I N G  B E T T E R  A B O U T
T H I S

That doesn't
happen to

people like me

Who told me this was true? 
Are they the deciding factor of truth in

the world? No they aren't. 
Just because I haven't experienced

something before doesn't mean that I
can't! There's plenty of new things I
experience all the time. Could I be

open to the idea that this type of thing
actually could happen to me? Yes 

I'm not good
enough 

Do I need to be good at everything
before I start or experience it? There's
so many things I wasn't good at when I
started but ended being really good at

after I tried. Why wouldn't it be the
same for this? The idea that someone
isn't good enough is just an idea. I am

open to seeing all the ways I am
enough in my life. I am enough for

this... I am enough for this... What else
am I enough for? 

Is it ultimately true I couldn't be
enough? No. It isn't. I am so open to
seeing this in a more uplifting way. I
like feeling good about myself and I

like trying new things. I do enjoy
experiencing new things too.  I wonder

if being 'good' enough is actually
relevant for anything? 

 

Side note:
questioning a
thought takes

away it's power.
It doesn't feel like

ultimate truth
anymore. If gives
you the power to

choose



G O A L :  S H I F T I N G  T O  F E E L I N G  B E T T E R  A B O U T
T H I S

I'm not worthy Is this really true? Why is Angie worthy
of that and not me? Who decides
worthiness points. Who is going
around saying that this person is

worthy but this person isn't? I wonder
if none of that is going on. And since it

doesn't seem like it is, maybe I am
worthy? I am worthy enough to exist. I

am worthy enough to be alive. Who
says I'm not worthy of good things? No
one! It's funny now that I believed this.
I'm going to pay attention to everytime
I believe that thought because that's

just plain wrong. 

It's not safe to
receive 

That's an interesting idea. I wonder
why I think that? I can receive certain
things. Are some things more special?
Maybe. Does that mean I can't receive

them? I don't know. Other people
receive them. So I know it's possible. I

wonder what they think about that.
They obviously are showing me that it

is safe. I mean, nothing bad is
happening to them. I wonder if I put a

label on this that might not be
neccessary? I can receive this thing

and all is well. So maybe I can receive
this thing and all be well too. I am

open to fiinding out... 

 

If a perspective
feels bad to you,

then there is
always a better

feeling
perspective

available. Always.



There's no right or wrong way to do this. The goal
is to play with your own mind and get clarity
behind your thoughts. I like to look at this as
clearing up misunderstandings I have about

myself. There more I do this, the more I realize
there is nothing that is destined to be true about
me. I chose to believe that at some point and now

I can play with new, more empowering
perspectives. It's fun! 

Abraham hicks teaches this method as the 
 calibration method. 

 
Example journal prompts: 

~ What do I want? What am I telling myself about
why I can't have this? 

~ This happened and I want to feel better about
this.

~ It's not safe to receive because...
~ I feel this way about myself and I would like to

feel better
 

On the left side you would write: The limiting
perspective and on the right you would start

shifting that perspective. 
If you get stuck, just ask questions. The answers

will pop up in your mind later! 


